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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • AUGUST 2014
There’s another de Havilland Mosquito flying! Two of these wonderful 
aircraft now grace the skies; one, built by Avspecs Ltd in Auckland, New 
Zealand for Jerry Yagen’s Fighter Factory, resides in Virginia Beach, 
Virginia, USA. 

The newest, covered in this issue, is a B.35 (bomber) model, whose long-
running restoration we profiled in February 2010 Dispersals, was completed 
by Victoria Air Maintenance in Sydney, British Columbia, Canada for 
collector Bob Jens of Vancouver, BC. It’s named after F-Freddie, an RCAF 
Mossie that crashed, killing the crew, when  it hit poles atop the Calgary 
Airport control tower while climbing from a high speed low pass. 

It’s resurrection is a story well-worth the telling. Enjoy. 

 

LAST POST
BASIL ‘HARRY’ HARRINGTON • WAG • 226 SQUADRON 

Carol Marsh writes,  “Sadly I have to tell you about the passing about another 
member of 2nd TAF, my father BASIL, known to most as HARRY 
HARRINGTON” 1920 - 2014. 

Basil was born in 1920 at Southampton, and most of his childhood was spent 
in Jersey, where he won a scholarship to Victoria College.  He had always 
wanted to join the Royal Air Force and he finally did so in 1938.   

At the start of the war Harry was posted to Bomber Command HQ, initially 
at Uxbridge and then to the underground bunkers at High Wycombe.  He 
volunteered for flying duties, was released for training in 1941, and started 
operational flying in November 1943 with 226 Squadron as a Wireless 

Operator/Air Gunner in B-25 Mitchells based at Swanton Morley in Norfolk.  He completed 43 
operations over enemy territory in Northern France and Belgium ending in May 1944.  

F Freddie’s unique nose art,
copied from its namesake.

©Richard de Boer
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Later in 1944 he became a radio instructor at Kidlington near Oxford.  When the war in Europe 
ended he volunteered for duties in the Far East and was sent to Canada for further training;  he 
was in Vancouver when the war with Japan ended. 

Back in England by September 1945 Harry was sent to a dispersal centre in Yorkshire.  He was 
able to meet his fiancée Hazael who had been under German occupation in Jersey for 5 years. 
They were married 8 days later. 

Harry left the RAF in late 1945 and re-joined in 1949, assigned to recruiting duties in Southern 
England. In 1955 he was posted to Amman, Jordan, as adjutant of 249 Squadron (Vampire and 
Venom aircraft).  It was Harry’s job to get the runway cleared and the airport, run by the RAF, 
closed if King Hussein wanted to race his fast cars on a Sunday afternoon; the runway was the 
only piece of long straight tarmac in the country!  His time in Jordan was cut short by the 1955 
revolution across the border in Iraq; all RAF personnel were evacuated to Cyprus with a day’s 
notice. Going to Cyprus was a leap from the frying pan into the fire, as this was the time of the 
EOKA uprising, followed by the Suez crisis in 1956 where Harry flew over the battle site as a 
reconnaissance officer lying in the nose of a Canberra aircraft. 

He was then posted to RAF North Coates on the Lincolnshire coast; then RAF Kenley, back to 
RAF Episkopi, HQ NEAF, again in Cyprus, in Codes and Ciphers.  After this came RAF 
Northolt, Upavon in Wiltshire and a tour in Gibraltar.  Harry’s last RAF posting was to Inns 
Worth, outside Gloucester.  He finally retired in 1975, having served for 40 years. 

Harry and his wife settled in Westerham, Kent near their family and were involved in local 
voluntary work for the WRVS delivering Meals-on-Wheels, did pastoral work for the Keston 
Methodist Church and supported their daughter Carol’s work helping disabled and disadvantaged 
children and their families in Romania. They enjoyed 4 wonderful trips to visit their son Chris 
and his partner in Melbourne, Australia with visits to Adelaide, Queensland and New Zealand.   

In 2005 Harry and Hazael celebrated their Diamond Wedding and received with pride their 
telegram from The Queen.  The highlight of Harry’s final years was his attendance in June 2012, 
at age 91, at the dedication by the Queen of the Bomber Command Memorial in Green Park.  

Harry’s funeral took place on 13th June 2014 in the RAF Memorial Chapel at Biggin Hill. 

LESLIE VALENTINE • PILOT • 88 SQUADRON 
Leslie Valentine (18 May 1918 – 22 April 2014) said, in his light Scottish 
accent, about his smoke-laying on D-Day: “...my marker was HMS Warspite; we 
were actually physically looking up at the crew.” About the barrage: “...we were 
down here and the trajectory of the Navy fire was going down at the time, just 
above our heads and theirs was going up...and the noise, it was absolutely 
dreadful.” He did not live quite long enough to see the 70th Anniversary. [See 
August 2013 Dispersals for an interview with Leslie.] 
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As a Highland Light Infantryman he was evacuated from France via Dunkirk; and did see that 
anniversary. After volunteering as a pilot he gained his wings on twins at No. 34 SFTS, 
Medicine Hat, Alberta. After operational training on Blenheims and Bostons he captained ‘E-
Easy’ in 88 Squadron. His ops over France were marked by the French with a Croix de Guerre 
with Silver Star. 

SIR JACK BRABHAM AO OBE • AERO ENGINE MECH • NO. 5 OTU 
Whose son David said: "My father passed away peacefully at home at the age of 
88 this morning (19 May 2014). He lived an incredible life, achieving more 
than anyone would ever dream of and he will continue to live on through the 
astounding legacy he leaves behind." 

The grandson of a cockney who immigrated to Australia in 1885, Jack Brabham 
was born in Hurstville, near Sydney, the son of a greengrocer.   Young Brabham 
drove his father's three trucks around the yard, becoming acquainted with motor 
vehicles. He quit school at 15 and went to work in a garage with a Technical 
College apprenticeship. On May 19, 1944 - just one month after turning 18 he 

joined the RAAF, dearly wanting to fly; but it was 1944 and there was more demand for 
mechanics than aircrew. His final posting as an Air Mechanic, Engines was No. 5 Operational 
Training Unit, Williamtown, operating a number of aircraft including the Beaufighter and 
Mosquito. He was discharged from the RAAF on April 2, 1946 - his 20th birthday - with the 
rank of Leading Aircraftman (LAC). 

Brabham began racing midget cars on dirt tracks and managed to win the third race in which he 
started. He travelled to Europe in 1955 and before long he was building his own cars – 
revolutionising the sport by shifting the engine from the front of the vehicle to the back; 
becoming a triple Formula One world champion - 1959, 1960, 1966; with 14 Grand Prix 
victories and 13 pole positions. In 1959 he had the first of his wins at Monaco, going on to seal 
the world title for Cooper at the US Grand Prix where he had to push his car uphill to finish 
fourth after running out of fuel. In 1962 he established his own Brabham marque with fellow 
Australian Ron Tauranac; 500+ Brabham racing cars were built. He was acclaimed Australian of 
the Year in 1966, awarded the Order of the British Empire in 1967 and knighted for his services 
to motorsport in 1979. He is the only F1 driver to win a championship in a car of his own 
construction. 

WE WILL REMEBER THEM 
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MOSQUITO ‘MIKE LIMA’ RESURRECTED
Story and photos (except where noted) by Richard de Boer • Calgary Mosquito Aircraft Society 

At noon on Monday, June 16, 2014 a sister ship to ours, Mosquito VR796, took to the air at 
Victoria Airport in Sidney, BC for the first time since June 1963. Sometimes referred to as the 
world's longest continuous aircraft restoration, this Mosquito had been under rebuild since it was 
acquired by Don Campbell from Spartan Air Services in 1966.  

Like ours, this Mosquito started life in the Airspeed factory in England after the war and was 
built as a B.35 model. Serialed VR796, it too went into storage, but unlike ours it was not 
converted to photo recon standards and did not serve in the RAF. It became a true sister ship to 
ours when it was purchased by Spartan Air Services in 1954 as one of 15 Mosquitoes (10 were 
flown, one of which was grounded as soon as it got to Ottawa, and 5 were used for parts) 
acquired for high altitude photo mapping work in Canada and abroad. It acquired Canadian 
registration CF-HML and was the first of the Spartan Mosquitoes to be ferried across the 
Atlantic, arriving at the Uplands Airport on 
May 3, 1955. HML soon went to work 
carrying Wild RC5 and RC8 cameras 
throughout northern and western Canada 
for its photo mapping missions.  

It made its last flight for Spartan when it 
was ferried from Thunder Bay to Ottawa in 
1963. At that point it had a total of just 515 
hours and 10 minutes flying time. Its road 
back into the air was long, twisted and 
uncertain. 

In 1966 Don Campbell purchased HML from Spartan and brought her home to Kapuskasing, ON 
where he and the Air Cadets of No. 647 Squadron began work on her. In 1979 Don made a deal 
with Mike Meeker, owner of Anglo-American Cedar Products of Mission, BC for the Mosquito 
to be transported to BC for completion. Some time prior to this Meeker had acquired the remains 
of the famous Mexico City, Holiday Inn Mosquito, a B.35 registered HB-TOX. HML was placed 
in an inconspicuous building in Matsqui, BC, just north of Abbotsford. The Canadian Museum 
of Flight and Transportation headed by Ed and Rose Zalesky also acquired an interest in the 
airplane and in the lean economic days of the early 1980s the federal government put some job 
creation money toward the restoration project as it helped to employ newly graduated aircraft 
engineers.  

Eventually full ownership passed to Bob Jens of Vancouver in the early 1990s and HML was 
moved to the Vancouver Airport where engineers from Jens' aviation business worked on the 
Mosquito. In 2009 Jens made the decision to contract out the completion of HML to Victoria Air 
Maintenance at the Victoria airport. Five years later, she was readied for her first flight. 

CF HML at Derby Aviation 23 Apr 1955
R.A. Scholefield • 613 Sqn Ass’n Historian
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I first saw her in September 2011 when I was invited to be the inaugural speaker at the new 
Victoria chapter of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society. At the time rumours were 
circulating that the owner was going to finish his Mosquito as the wartime 'F for Freddie'. I 
naturally chose that as the topic for my presentation.  

If you have hung around me for more than ten minutes you likely know of my mostly harmless 
obsession with the story of F for Freddie. The original Freddie was a B.IX Mosquito which over 
the course of World War II accumulated 213 combat ops; more than any other Allied bomber 
aircraft of the war. It crashed, killing its crew, in Calgary two days after VE Day. 

Mel Johnstone, lead engineer on the restoration of HML, attended the presentation and invited 
me out to see the airplane the next day. I wasn't quite sure of the reception I would get at Victoria 
Air Maintenance (VAM) as they too had put in a bid to restore the Calgary Mosquito once the 
City had committed to keeping and restoring it. I needn't have worried. I met VAM's owner Mike 
Ingram and he congratulated us on winning the long campaign to keep and restore HMS.  

Their Mosquito was in the paint shop getting 
a series of coats of silver dope before being 
painted. Mel showed me around and 
apologized that there wasn't much to see as it 
was largely masked off for painting. He told 
me how they had bent all new tubing 
throughout the bomb bay for the hydraulic 
systems and about the great look of the fully 
restored and functional cockpit. Mel paused 
for a moment, said something under his 
breath and started ripping away the yards and 
yards of paper and masking tape from the 
cockpit door and bomb bay so that I could see their beautiful work. It was clear that this was 
more than a job to him.  

The next year the paint and markings started to go on and the rumours that HML was to be 
painted in tribute to the original F for Freddie were true. The finished product caused some 
dismay among the purists for its glossy finish. As well, it was decided not to use the original F 
for Freddie's serial number on the rear fuselage, but to retain the original serial number of this 
particular airplane.  

In April of this year the internet jungle drums were busy spreading the word of HMJ's first 
engine runs. Yes, that's right; HML was now HMJ. Jens had tried to acquire the original 
registration, but it was now on a Rockwell Commander in Quebec and a deal could not be made 
to reacquire it. Mike Nixon, owner of Merlin engine specialty shop Vintage V-12s came up to 
VAM to personally start the newly installed 113 and 114 model Merlins. They hummed, purred 
and roared, as only Merlins can. VAM posted great videos of the engine starts from both inside 
and outside the Mosquito on their Facebook page. 
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'When's it going to fly?' 'When's it going to fly?' was the hot question on the lips of warbird fans 
around the world. VAM was in a difficult position: They weren't supposed to say. The 
Mosquito's owner wanted no publicity or attention given to its first, or subsequent, flights.  

I heard that the flight was scheduled for early May and made my plans to drive out. How could I 
not take the chance? It was a former Spartan machine, a sister to ours and it was now painted as 
Freddie. I had to.  

I arrived on May 6 and made my way into VAM's hangar. I soon discovered that a first flight is 
not a single event, but is rather a series of events. I knew that the original F for Freddie had 
crashed that very week, 69 years earlier. Yet in their hangar I had my first look at this new and 
somewhat ghostly version of Freddie. I've been chasing this story since I was 17 years old. 
Emotions clashed as I saw the famous nose art and I turned away from others in the hangar to 
hide my tears. I circled it, took some pictures and finally touched it - just to be sure.  

In short order Mel Johnstone entered the hangar just having picked up the pilot who was 
contracted to fly the Mosquito. The pilot introduced himself, walked around the airplane and 
then stopped near the nose, pulling out his iPhone to take a 'selfie' with his wife, using the 
distinctive nose art of F for Freddie as the background.  

Back when I wore a younger man's clothes, 
there was a pilot whom I admired a great 
deal. He wasn't a lot older than me, but his 
accomplishments were amazing. By age 29 
he had won the unlimited class at the Reno 
National Air Races and set an all time speed 
record for propeller driven aircraft that stood 
for 10 years. He flew for a lot of movies and 
got into the museum and restoration business 
as well. In 1979, while air racing in a Griffon 
powered 500 mph monster at an altitude of 40 
feet, his airplane suffered a catastrophic 

engine failure. He was too far from the runway and had nothing but desert boulders in front of 
him.  

In the seconds before impact, he radioed to his best friend. "Ain't gonna make it John. Tell Karen 
I love her".  

I remember with frozen clarity hearing and watching it on ABC's old Wide World of Sports. 
Being a romantic, it left quite an impression. Two seconds later there was a yellow and black 
fireball. Karen was John's sister and the pilot's fiancé.  

The pilot emerged from the hospital a few months later having overcome a broken ankle, leg and 
back and continued on his path of amazing work in the old airplane business. Being about the 
best in the business, he was hired to do the first flight in this Mosquito. As the pilot, Steve 

Karen & Steve Hinton taking a ‘selfie’
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Hinton, called his wife Karen over to take their impromptu self portrait in front of F for Freddie, 
I experienced one of the most surreal moments of my life. 

I had a chance to ask Mel about the choice to hire Hinton for the test flights. "As much as he is 
one of the best pilots in the world, he's an even better engineer" Mel told me. That's saying a 
bunch and a half.  

It turned out to be a week of wonder and frustration. I met Mosquito veterans and people who 
have been writing letters on behalf of the Calgary Mosquito Society from the day we got started. 
I met Mark Mohan who worked on HML as a newly minted apprenticing aircraft engineer when 
she came to BC in the early '80s. He is 
now working in Hong Kong and made 
the trip back specifically to see her fly 
30 years later. I met April Butler of 
Pan Productions who has been working 
on a documentary film of the 
restoration since it arrived in Victoria. I 
had lunch with Robert Stitt, unofficial 
Spartan historian, who is now working 
on a book about this enterprising 
Canadian company after being inspired 
by our efforts to restore HMS to her 
Spartan glory days.  

We hung around the hangar most of the next day as Mel, Hinton and the crew conducted gear 
swings, fixed position lights and made other adjustments. Both wheels would go up but then one 
would fall down. Then one would go part way up and stop. Tweak and adjust was the theme for 
that day and the next.  

As VAM owner Mike Ingram hooked 
up a tug to tow the Mosquito outside, I 
realized that I had never seen one 
outside; I'd only ever seen them in 
hangars and museums. I started to shift 
my thinking on Mosquitoes. This one 
was alive in a way that no other 
Mosquito I had ever seen had been and 
she would soon fly. She looked 
beautiful in the sun. 

Soon came the first engine start. It truly 
was alive. Both engines started before 
the props completed one revolution. 
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Here was a Mosquito outside, making serious engine noises. Wow. After a few starts and modest 
runs, it was towed back into the hangar for RPM adjustments on the props. 

The next day a barrier went up inside the street side hangar door to cut down on the number of 
tourists in the building. VAM had a business to run didn't need the hazards and distractions that 
came with a herd of gawkers, no matter how devoted they might be.  

After further runs and adjustments it 
was decided to take the airplane out to 
the main ramp for high power engine 
runs. I saw a Mosquito taxi under its 
own power for the first time. Robert 
Stitt carried his portable air radio with 
him and turned it up loud. "I just want 
to hear them call ground control, 
identifying themselves as 'Mosquito, 
Charlie Fox Hotel...etc'" he said. "Been 
a long time since those words have been 
heard over the radio." I leaned in to 
listen.  

They taxied past Viking Air where new DH Twin Otters are being made. 'Watch and listen kids; 
this is how an old school DH twin looks and sounds.'  

Hinton taxied up to the end of the apron and back again, pointing her tail into the weeds. And 
then she roared. He took the Merlins to near full power. Even several hundred feet away, the 
noise and vibration were all consuming. Viking staff came running out of the hangar and stopped 
in their tracks. We could barely speak to each other over the noise. We were transfixed and 
possessed by the noise and the power. We could see her hopping forward as the power 
overwhelmed the brakes. The horizontal stabilizer flapped and shook in the wake of both props 
at full power. 'Could you imagine a whole squadron?' we asked each other. We grinned. We 
stared. We shook our heads at each other. What was there to say? It was nothing but awesome.  

They taxied back to VAM and shut down. There was more talk and more tweaking. It was 
decided to start her again to test the adjustments. Both were running at moderate power levels 
when Mike Ingram came over and told them to shut it down. He could just see something 
happening on the starboard engine. The starter had refused to disengage and had burned out. 
Right away Hinton got on the phone to his people in Chino, CA to arrange for a new starter to be 
shipped up by FedEx.  

It was now May the 8th; the 69th anniversary of VE Day. The original Freddie had arrived in 
Calgary on May 9th and crashed on the 10th. I thought it best to not share the timing of events 
with anyone there. 

Spartan Historian Robert Stitt
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The next morning it was essential staff only 
on deck. The viewers had either had enough 
or figured it wasn't going to happen. Mid 
morning we were told that the truck carrying 
the starter to the airport in California had 
broken down. Okay, time for Plan B. Hinton 
had to get back to California by Saturday and 
the starter wouldn't arrive until Monday. He 
was next available on May 26th so that was 
settled on for the next attempt. Just as 
everyone nodded in agreement, the girl from 
the office came in with news that in fact the 

starter had made it to Victoria but that truck carrying it here, not in California, had broken down. 
It might arrive by mid afternoon. Mel took the lead and squashed any notion of trying to fly that 
day. 'Let's not rush it. We have a plan. Let's stick with it.' Everyone agreed and we said our 
farewells, planning to reconvene on the 26th.  

When I got home I decided not to try and drive back, so I booked a flight to return to Victoria on 
the 26th. The week prior to that I got an email from Mel asking me to call him. Their 
undercarriage selector valve had failed. Did we have one and could they borrow it? I consulted 
with a couple of our board members and we agreed to ship it the next day. That night I had a 
phone call from the Mosquito owner's right hand man on the project. They were very grateful. A 
piece of our Mosquito would fly with its sister ship HMJ. 

Plans to fly on the 26th got postponed because of the new issues. Our valve was shipped to a 
hydraulic shop in Sidney where the seals were changed and the unit tested. It passed. A new date 
was set for June 16.  

I flew in that morning and again made my way to Victoria Air Maintenance's hangar. By late 
morning the Mosquito was outside the hangar. A fuel truck pulled up. She really is alive in ways 

I had never known any other Mosquito to be. 
The owner had flown over from Vancouver. 
He stood mostly by himself quietly watching. 
Hinton was in his tan flight suit with a life 
vest over top. Mel was going to be in the 
right seat. He called the tower for clearance 
on his cell and they climbed in. Again both 
engines started with no more than two blades 
going past the cockpit. The Mosquito taxied 
to the end of the 7000 foot runway and 
paused for a run through the checklist. They 
were going to take off straight towards us. I 

Original F Freddie in Calgary • 10 May 1945
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pointed my camera to where they sat almost two kilometers away. With the wind at our backs 
you couldn't hear the power come up, but soon you could see them starting to move.  

I actually missed the take off. I pointed 
my camera, clicked and tracked and 
clicked and tracked and focused on 
composition and bracketing exposures 
and before I knew it they were past us 
and gone. 

It's one of the frustrating conundrums 
about being a picture taker: you can 
either experience the event or you can 
take pictures of it, but you can't be 
present for both at the same time. I was 
so busy photographing it, that I didn't 
actually experience the take off. I didn't 

really hear it and I had no emotional reaction to seeing my first ever flight by a Mosquito and it 
being Freddie to boot. 

I did notice however that the port main gear was still hanging down below the airplane as they 
flew well past the airport perimeter. It didn't go up. The airplane climbed to 2500 ft and made a 
single extended circuit of the airport. Robert Stitt was beside me, again with his air radio. We 
could hear Mel talking to the tower. As the man who did the gear swings and signed her off, a lot 
was riding on his shoulders and you could hear every ounce of that weight in his voice. Someone 
else wondered how big the blast zone was around him was at that moment.  

Thankfully the starboard gear came down and both locked. They were in the air for just 10 
minutes. As they taxied past us on the way back to the hangar I wondered if it was our selector 
valve that was at cause.  

When we got back to the hangar, the first 
thing I heard Hinton say was "Well the wings 
worked" and "She doesn't fly sideways too 
well" in reference to the rather significant port 
side drag. He also mentioned that a 
tachometer had failed on final and that there 
were differing oil pressures on the engines.  

It was obvious that nothing else was going to 
happen that day as the airplane had to go back 
on the jacks for more gear swings, a new tach 
cable and more tweaking.  
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The next morning the gear issues were declared resolved and a new tach cable had been acquired 
and installed. Again the fuel truck came by to top up the tanks. I couldn't help but think of the 
infamous Gimli Glider when Hinton asked how many litres there were to a gallon and someone 
else asked if he meant US or Imperial...  

I crouched just 10 feet in front of the nose of the Mosquito to photograph the start of both 
engines. A puff of smoke out both sides and she was growling. Again I followed the airplane as 
it taxied down the apron and then to the threshold of 09. This time I caught the torque roll on 
takeoff.  

As sweet as its reputation is, the 
Mosquito has two deadly characteristic 
and both happen on takeoff. Not turning 
in opposite directions, the engines and 
props develop a huge amount of torque 
all in one direction and the Mosquito's 
rudder is not big enough to hold it 
straight on the runway. The wartime 
pilot's notes even warn the unwary to 
watch for it. The standard response is to 
use full opposite rudder and when even 
that doesn't keep her straight, you are to 
pull the power back on the starboard engine. Just as she was about to break from the runway, the 
port wing tip dipped toward the ground as the opposite tip rose too quickly. 'He's missed 
correcting for it' I thought, but before I could finish the thought, Hinton had leveled the wings 
and avoided catching a wing tip in the dirt. That night when I reviewed my photos of the first 
take off the day before, I could see exactly the same torque roll on takeoff. I witnessed it again 
the next day on both takeoffs. It's an unsettling sight.  

This time as she roared past us, both wheels retracted at the same time, dropped for a moment 
and then tucked up into the nacelles and stayed put. An hour later the pilot was honest enough to 
admit that the gear drop was finger and not hydraulic trouble.  

This time they orbited the field and headed south toward Victoria. After 45 minutes they returned 
and before landing, made a single pass at a modest speed and altitude, straight down the runway. 
The landing was clean and smooth and in a minute they taxied right past us and back to the 
hangar.  

The atmosphere around the airplane and in the hangar was much lighter than it had been the day 
before. No gear problems, no starter problems and she behaved and flew well. Both Hinton and 
Mel commented on how loud it was, even with modern helmets and headphones. They had kept 
the speed between 190 and 220 kts and had kept an eye on temperatures and pressures 
throughout the flight. No tweaking required this time 

There’s that take off torque roll
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As gruff as VAM owner Mike Ingram can appear, I learned that his heart is in the right place. He 
hooked up the tug to the tail of the Mosquito, but instead of pulling it back into the hangar, he 
drove forward pushing it toward the 
fence at the far end of the row of 
hangars. I had hopped onto the tug 
thinking to catch a photo from that 
perspective. In response to my raised 
eyebrow Mike said 'These people on 
the other side of the fence have been 
there all day. I can't invite them in, but 
they deserve a chance to get a good 
picture.' It was a touching end to a 
successful flying day.  

The next day two flights were planned, 
each with a T-28 chase plane in 
attendance. The purpose was to get some aerial footage for the documentary film. For the first of 
the two flights, a GoPro camera was mounted in the T-28 cockpit as the airplane owners took 
advantage of the chance to fly in formation with the Mosquito.  

We knew the routine by now. Fuel. Mel in the right seat. Taxi. Walk the considerable distance to 
the Victoria Flying Club for takeoff and revel in the rarity of the opportunity. Track and click 
with the camera. There was the torque roll again. Away they went; gear securely where it was 
supposed to be. The T-28 developed radio problems and didn't join up for the morning flight. 
Documentary producer April Butler and I had lunch on the patio of the Flying Club and were 
treated to a Mosquito fly by. It's a good life.  

For the second flight late in the afternoon, Mel gave up his seat to John Watt. John is a retired 
airline pilot who had the privilege of 
flying Mosquito G-MOSI from England 
to Dayton, OH for the US Air Force 
Museum in 1986. He had been 
supporting the restoration of HMJ for 
some time and is one of the few people 
alive with post war Mosquito time. 
April handed the GoPro camera to John 
and got into the back seat of the T-28 
with her larger video camera. It went 
well and they were back in about 45 
minutes. April posted a teaser of some 
of her footage on YouTube.  

Mike Ingram giving Mossie fans a photo op
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By the time they got back it was after 5 pm. 
Mike Ingram again surprised me by 
suggesting we could get some good shots if 
he towed the Mosquito back to the grass area 
near the museum and away from the 
buildings and modern airplanes. I wasn't 
going to say no to that one. Mel, his son 
Graham, Mike, Kim Ingram and April all 
took turns posing with the Mosquito and 
sharing in the moment. They clowned: I 
smiled and clicked.  

We tucked her away for the night and I started to say my goodbyes to people. The plan was to 
deliver the Mosquito to its owner in Vancouver the next day, but I had a flight back to Calgary 
that evening. 'If you have time, we're headed to the pub' said Mel. I had time. We were six people 
around a table for four. It was all airplane talk after a good day's flying. I had to go just as the 

second round appeared. 'I have a de Havilland 
twin to catch home, but sadly not a Mosquito' 
I told them as I shook hands and made my 
exit.  

The next afternoon I got a three word text 
advising me that 'She's in Van'. That night 
when I got home there was a long voice mail 
from John Watt telling me all about the short 
but memorable 18 minute flight from Vic to 
Van. 'We did one flyby on the runway' he told 
me. 'Lots of people watching'.  

In the end it was a total of just five flights and less than four hours flying time. She was tucked 
into the owner's hangar next to his Spit XIVe. At present there are no plans to display or to fly 
her. That's just the way it is. [She is now scheduled to appear at the Abbotsford International Air 
Show at Abbotsford, British Columbia, 9 & 10 August...ed] 

It was hard to go back to the somewhat mundane work-a-day world after that. We were a small 
group who shared, each from our own perspective, in a rare event and we all had ring side seats 
for it. Over the next few days we swapped a lot of pictures and video. I got more emails from 
Mel, April and Robert and more voice mails from John. It felt like a kind of bond and no one 
wanted to let go.  

When I was in England three years ago I toured the De Havilland Heritage Center and their three 
Mosquitoes with one of the world's leading authorities on the type, Ian Thirsk. I sent him some 
pictures and emailed him last week to tell him I had finally joined the 'I've Seen One Fly' club. 
He understood and suggested that they sound as good as they look. Yes they do. 

The author (right) with pilot Steve Hinton & F Freddie

Film producer April Butler & Mike Ingram with F Freddie
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OF EARLY ACES
Peter Jenner 

James Thomas Byford McCudden VC, DSO/Bar, MC/Bar, MM (1895-1918) was an English 
First World War flying ace and among the most highly decorated airmen in British military 
history. Born in  Gillingham, Kent, 28th March 1895. Son of Sergeant Major William Henry 
McCudden from Northern Ireland. On 26 April 1910 James, aged 14, 
enlisted in the Royal Engineers as a Boy Bugler. In April 1913 he was 
transferred to the newly formed Royal Flying Corps as an Air Mechanic 2nd 
Class and was posted to Farnborough. On 1 April 1914 James was promoted 
Air Mechanic 1st Class with 3 Squadron where he was taken up for discreet 
flights by a pilot friend. On the outbreak of war James was sent to France. 
His  squadron withdrew from the Mons area and he was involved in its 
retreat. In 1915 James was promoted Flight Sergeant,  giving him 
responsibility for all the engines of No 3 Squadron, at 20 years of age. On 12 
May 1915 James was notified of the death of his brother William in a flying 
accident at Gosport in Hampshire. He was deeply affected by his brother’s 
death. About this time he  started to fly as an air gunner, then as an air navigator. In December 
1915 he was recommended for pilot training. His first solo was on 22 February 1916; in June he 
was posted to No 20 Squadron in France as an operational fighter pilot (FE2b’s). 

He claimed his first victory in September 1916. McCudden claimed his fifth victory, making him 
an ace, on 15 February 1917. For the next six months he served as an instructor and flew 
defensive patrols over London. He returned to the frontline in the summer, 1917. That same year 
he dispatched a further 31 enemy aircraft while claiming multiple victories in one day on 11 
occasions. 

Decorated and commissioned, on 16 August 1917, posted to No 56 Squadron in Belgium, and 
given his own machine, an SE5a (B4891). On 2 April 1918 Captain James McCudden was 
awarded the Victoria Cross “For most conspicuous bravery, exceptional perseverance, keenness, 
and very high devotion to duty.” On 9 July 1918 James collected another SE5a (C1126) leaving 
from Hounslow at 1300 hours for France. Somehow he became disorientated.      

At 1800 hours James landed safely at a small airfield in Auxi-le-Chateau and asked directions.     
He took off again and at a height of about 70 feet his engine cut out. James crashed heavily into a 
wooded area, sustaining very serious injuries. He was immediately taken to No 21 Casualty 
Clearing Station where he died three hours later. His body was buried the next day with full 
military honours in the small Waverns Military Cemetery. He was only 23 years of age and had 
just been promoted Major. 

 
Edward Mick Mannock VC, DSO/2 Bars, MC/Bar was born in Cork, Ireland, on May 24, 
1887. The son of a soldier in the Royal Scots Guards who fought in Britain’s imperial wars, he 
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was a rough man who beat Edward and his siblings and drank heavily. While his father was 
posted to India, Mannock contracted an infestation that weakened his left eye, Creating the myth 
of Mannock’s being the “ace with one eye.” Young Edward possessed a sharp analytical mind. 
His father abandoned the family, and in his early teens, Edward had to work to support them. 
When war was declared in August 1914, he was working for a British company in 
Constantinople; since the Ottomans sided with Germany, British citizens were thrown into prison 
camps where they endured appalling conditions. Mannock quickly 
developed a hatred for the Turks and the Germans. In April 1915, he was 
repatriated. Shortly afterward, Mannock, a gentle, caring man, joined the 
Royal Army Medical Corps and then the Royal Engineers, where he was 
commissioned a second lieutenant.    But he immediately transferred to the 
Royal Flying Corps (RFC) in August 1916. He was apparently a natural 
pilot with an excellent feel for his machine. One of his instructors, just 
returned from combat flying in France, was ace Captain James McCudden. 
The two got along well, and McCudden made a great impact on his pupil. 
“Mannock,” McCudden wrote, “was a typical example of the impetuous 
young Irishman, and I always thought he was the type to do or die.” He 
would do both in France. 

Mannock made his first ‘kill’ on June 7th 1917. Despite the early reputation that Mannock 
acquired for arrogance, he soon gained a different reputation for being a highly skilled pilot. On 
August 16th 1917, he shot down four German aeroplanes in one day. The next day he shot down 
two other German aeroplanes. On September 17th, Mannock was awarded the Military Cross. In 
October he was awarded a bar to his MC. 

On July 20th 1918, Mannock shot down his 58th, overtaking James McCudden’s figure, making 
him Britain’s highest scoring ace in World War One. On July 26th 1918, Mannock, now a major, 
was shot down by ground fire and killed. 

 In recognition of the work that he had done for the RFC, Mannock was awarded a posthumous 
Victoria Cross. 

 
Albert Ball VC, DSO/Two Bars, MC (14 August 1896-7 May 1917). At the 
time of his death he was, with 44 victories, the United Kingdom's 
leading flying ace and remained its fourth-highest scorer behind Edward 
Mannock, James McCudden and George McElroy. At the outbreak ofWW1,  
from Nottingham, Ball joined the 2/7th Battalion (Robin Hoods), Sherwood 
Foresters, Notts and Derby Regiment. By the October of 1914 he had reached 
the rank of Sergeant and in the same month was made a Second-Lieutenant. In 
June 1915 he paid for private tuition and trained as a pilot at Hendon. In 
October 1915 he obtained his Royal Aero Club Certificate and transferred to 
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the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) and gained his pilot's wings on 26 January 1916. Albert Ball’s 
individuality and his insistence on fighting alone set him apart from other fighter pilots during 
World War One. His invincible courage and utter determination made him a legend not only in 
Britain but also amongst his enemies, to whom the sight of his lone Nieuport Scout brought fear.  

 
William Avery ‘Billy’ Bishop, VC, CB, DSO/Bar, MC, DFC, ED, LL.D. (8 
Feb 1894 – 11 Sep 1956) was a Canadian First World War flying ace, 
officially credited with 72 victories, making him the top Canadian ace of the 
war. At 15, Bishop had his first experience with aviation  he built an aircraft 
out of cardboard, wood crates and string, and "flew" off the roof of his three-
story house. He was dug, unharmed, out of the wreckage by his sister. 

In 1911,  Billy Bishop entered the Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) 
in Kingston, Ontario but failed his first year. When the First World 
War broke out in 1914, he joined the Mississauga Horse cavalry regiment. 
He was commissioned but was ill with pneumonia when the regiment went overseas. After 
recovering, he was transferred to the 8th Canadian Mounted Rifles in London, Ontario; Bishop 
showed a natural ability with a gun, excelling on the firing range. They left Canada 
for England on 6 June 1915 on the cattle ship Caledonia. On 21 June, off the coast of Ireland, the 
ship's convoy came under attack by U-boats. Two ships were sunk and 300 Canadians died, but 
Bishop's ship remained unharmed, arriving in Plymouth Harbour on 23 June. 

Bishop quickly became frustrated with the mud of the trenches and the lack of action. In July 
1915, after watching an RFC aircraft return from a mission, Bishop said "it's clean up there!  I'll 
bet you don't get any mud or horse shit on you up there. If you die, at least it would be a clean 
death”. In 1915 he transferred to the Royal Flying Corps. As there were no spots available for 
pilots in the flight school, he chose to be an observer. During one takeoff in April 1916, Bishop's 
aircraft experienced an engine failure; he badly injured his knee and was admitted to the hospital 
in Bryanston Square, London. While there he met socialite Lady St. Helier who arranged for 
Bishop to recuperate in Canada, thereby missing the Battle of the Somme. Bishop returned to 
England in September 1916 and was accepted for training as a pilot at the Central Flying School. 
In November, after receiving his wings, he was attached to No. 37 Squadron RFC flying 
the BE.2c. Bishop disliked the flying at night over London, searching for German airships, and 
requested a transfer to France. On 17 March 1917, Bishop arrived at 60 Squadron at Filescamp 
Farm near Arras, where he flew the Nieuport  fighter. At that time, the average life expectancy of 
a new pilot in that sector was 11 days,  

On 2 June 1917, Bishop flew a solo mission behind enemy lines to attack a German-
held aerodrome, where he claimed that he shot down three aircraft that were taking off to attack 
him and destroyed several more on the ground. For this feat, he was awarded the Victoria Cross, 
although it has been suggested that he may have embellished his success. His VC was one of two 
awarded in violation of the warrant requiring witnesses (the other being the Unknown 
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Soldier), and since the German records have been lost and the archived papers relating to the VC 
were lost as well, there is no way of confirming whether there were any witnesses. 

By the end of the war, he had claimed some 72 air victories, including two balloons, 52 and two 
shared "destroyed" with 16 "out of control". A number of reputable historians, including Hugh 
Halliday and Brereton Greenhous (both of whom were official historians for the RCAF) have 
suggested the actual total was far lower. Brereton Greenhous felt the actual total of enemy 
aircraft destroyed was only 27. 

During the Second World War, Bishop was instrumental in setting up and promoting the British 
Commonwealth Air Training Plan 

 
Manfred Albrecht Freiherr von Richthofen (2 May 1892 – 21 April 1918). Richthofen was 
born near Breslau, (Poland) into a prominent Prussian aristocratic family. He enjoyed riding 
horses and hunting as well as gymnastics at school; beginning military training when he was 11.   

After completing cadet training in 1911, he joined a cavalry unit, the 1st   
Emperor Alexander III of Russia Uhlan Regiment (1st West Prussian). When 
WWI began, Richthofen served as a cavalry reconnaissance officer on both 
the Eastern and Western Fronts, seeing action in Russia, France, and 
Belgium;  however, with the advent of trench warfare making traditional 
cavalry operations outdated, Richthofen's regiment was dismounted, serving 
as dispatch runners and field telephone operators; the last straw for 
Richthofen was a transfer to the army's supply branch. His interest had been 
aroused by his examination of a German military aircraft behind the lines 
and he applied for a transfer to Die Fliegertruppen des deutschen 
Kaiserreiches. He is supposed to have written in his application for transfer 

"I have not gone to war in order to collect cheese and eggs, but for another purpose." In spite of 
this unmilitary attitude, and to his own surprise, his request was granted and he joined the flying 
service at the end of May 1915. 

From June to August 1915, Richthofen was an observer on reconnaissance missions over the 
Eastern Front with Fliegerabteilung 69. On Champagne front he had a chance meeting with the 
German ace fighter pilot Oswald Boelcke, and entered pilot training in October 1915. In March 
1916, he joined Kampfgeschwader 2 (No. 2 Bomber Squadron) flying a two-seater Albatros 
C.III.  Initially he appeared to be a below average pilot:  he struggled to control his aircraft and 
crashed during his first flight at the controls. However, he quickly distinguished himself as a 
fighter pilot, and during 1917 became leader of Jasta 11, then the larger unit Jagdgeschwader 1 
(better known as the Flying Circus). By 1918, he was regarded as a national hero in Germany, 
and was very well known by the other side. He was eventually credited with 80 victories. 
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PENNFIELD RIDGE AIR STATION PREVIEW
Taken from The Saint Croix Courier • St. Stephen, NB • 15 May 1941 

All photos courtesy of Pennfield Parish Military Historical Society 

Within a stone’s throw of the main 
highway at Pennfield Ridge, the finishing 
touches are being added to a remarkable 
new development which will soon take its 
place in the defence scheme as No.2 Air 
Navigation School [later became No. 34 
Operational Training Unit] of the Empire 
air training plan, where in due course 
hundreds of young fliers will further their 
studies of the intricate science which is 
modern aviation. 

Through cold and snow and mud, swarms 
of men have worked all the long months 
of Winter in order to bring the project, the 
Pennfield Airport, as it is popularly 
known, to its present stage of near 
completion. Rigorous weather was no 
deterrent to the crews who toiled on 
excavations, foundations, carpentry and steel work, pipe-fitting and the thousand and one details 
involved in such a contract. Work went ahead although the thermometer on some days read 
15[F] below zero. 

 
Large background buildings are hangars; smaller buildings to the left are barracks.

Completed No. 34 OTU Pennfield Ridge, NB during WWII service
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There was only one day when work had to be suspended. And 15 below on the shores of the Bay 
of Fundy can be cold! It is a tribute to the men, and to the efficiency of hulking masses of 
machinery, that there is now nearly finished a model town complete with landing field where last 
September was nothing but a broad, flat expanse of wood and farmland. 

Carefully Planned 
Typical of the driving speed with which the whole of the enormous air training plan is being 
rushed into full operation, Pennfield’s rows of drab green buildings none the less reflect 
meticulous care in planning and construction. When they move in, officers and men and 
maintenance staff will find that no reasonable precaution his been overlooked to assure them of 
clean, warm, safe, and comfortable quarters, complete with automatic controls wherever these 
can be efficiently used.

 
Original Plot Plan – No. 5 (Maintenance) Hangar was added later.

The development is aptly described as a model town. Its streets - named after such illustrious 
aces of the last war as Barker, Bishop, McLeod, and Collishaw - are to be paved this year, and it 
has its own water and sewerage systems and a network of fire alarm boxes. Water for drinking 
and general purposes is obtained on the property from a well drilled during the Winter. An 
electric pump forces it into a storage tank whence it is distributed under pressure to all parts of 
the airport, including hydrants, located at strategic points. When completed it will have its own 
telephone system, connected by trunk lines with the St. George exchange. Electric power is used 
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very extensively throughout, supplied by a special high voltage transmission line from the Power 
Commission’s plant at Musquash. 

Excellent Runways 
The long, smooth runways, permitting a landing from as many as six directions, are an 
outstanding advantage of the site. A deep bed of gravel underlying the whole development 
provides ideal drainage, with the result the pavement laid last Fall by the Dexter Construction 
Company has come through a tough Winter without a wrinkle or crack to mar its smooth surface. 
Now the order has been given to lengthen the runways, and the Dexter Company is already at 
work on the preparatory stages of the work which will result in doubling the original runways 
and adapt the school to use the largest planes now building. 

The site so far has been virtually free of fog. A record of weather conditions since ground was 
broken last November 7 shows that fog has not been a factor at any time, evidently because of 
the location of the school on "The Ridge" as Pennfield people call it, which although close to the 
waters of Fundy is some 200 feet above sea level and hence but little affected by the soupy mists 
for which the bay is infamous. 

Nearly 40 Buildings 
No mere words can convey an adequate description of the enormous amount of work performed 
here in the space of six months. Even photographs were they are permitted could not impress the 
picture of it nearly as well as a personal visit, and these are now severely restricted. If you can 
get inside, it will take you half a working day to walk around and inspect all the buildings. There 
are nearly 40 of them - hangars each occupying nearly an acre of ground - blocks of barracks to 
be used as living quarters; a huge building cut up into classrooms, offices and so on; drill hall, 
hospital, dental clinic, two canteen buildings, and a complete recreation hall. 

 
From the roof of the original drill hall: to the right we see 3 of the 5 Pennfield Ridge hangars;

to the left are some of the barracks buildings under construction; beyond them was the airmen’s mess.
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Constructing the original Drill Hall. Note the huge clear spans, free from internal support columns, allowing inside
drills during inclement weather. Astounding construction in the early ‘40s; even more valuable for hangars.

As a visitor to the station you will be treated with the utmost courtesy by everyone, from the 
resident engineer, William J. Walsh, right down the line to the last water-boy. Contractors, 
inspectors, foremen, assistant engineers, workmen, Air Force guards - all alike are proud to have 
a part in creating here another impressive unit of the huge air training plan which is being relied 
upon to help establish and maintain Britain’s mastery of the air. 

Well Equipped 
Your reporter had the advantage of seeing the whole development in company with Major Ernest 
S. Hill of St. Stephen, who has been on the site in the capacity of inspector virtually since the 
work began, and has seen it shaped into its present form. He can show you living quarters that 
are models of good taste, comfort and convenience; classrooms especially soundproofed for 
particular branches of study; ; a hospital fully equipped to deal with any reasonable contingency 
and including x-ray and surgical departments; a dental clinic; a recreation hall fitted for stage 
shows, movies, basket ball and other sports; a maze of electrical and radio equipment, especially 
in the control tower of the landing field; mess halls large enough to seat the whole school at one 
time; and huge steam-heating plants to keep all the buildings comfortable in the most severe 
weather. 

The construction was carried out by three principle contractors - the Dexter Company which 
built the landing field and runways; the Acme Construction Company which erected most of the 
buildings; and the Storms Contracting Company, Limited, of Toronto, which put up the hangars 
and drill hall. The fact that excellent quality gravel is available on the site not only makes for 
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perfect drainage, but also simplifies concrete mixing and filling operations, as the material has 
only to be trucked across from the other side of the highway. 

Big Contracts 
Plumbing and heating were two of the outstanding sub-contracts. The plumbing in 23 of the 
buildings was done by J.V. MacPherson of Halifax under the immediate supervision of Jack 
Mahar of Milltown, who has been highly 
complimented on the excellence of the 
workmanship. He also had charge of 
installing the low pressure steam heating 
system in the airmen’s mess, hospital, 
and dental clinic, and high pressure 
steam for cooking and sterilizing in the 
mess and hospital. Between 14 and 16 
men have been employed most of the 
Winter in this work. Among other things 
they have installed over 250 wash basins, 
63 showers, two 500-gallon hot water 
tanks, 13 tanks of 200 gallons capacity 
and a number of smaller size. Both jacket 
heaters and electrical heating devices are 
used. 

Another sub-contract of formidable 
dimensions was successfully executed by 
W.E. Emerson & Sons, Limited, of West 
St. John, who installed low pressure 
steam in eight of the larger buildings 
involving laying of more than 800 feet of 
piping underground under the most 
adverse weather conditions. Despite 
handicaps the men turned in an 
impressive job. The biggest of the steam 
plants heats the hangars and drill hall; 
two others take care of the two buildings 
where the officers will be quartered, and 
the others supply separate buildings. Unit 
heaters with fans circulate the air are 
extensively used on the steam lines. In addition, automatic coal-building circulating units are 
installed in some of the structures. Leonard P. McHugh was the superintendent in charge for 
Emerson's. 

“Hangars so roomy that men inside them look like mere dwarfs.”
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Men busy getting a school like this ready for war-time use don’t talk much about what may come 
afterward, but it is not hard to see Pennfield as a permanent airport in commercial use when 
peace comes again to the world. It is capable of still further expansion as to length of runways. It 
is advantageously located for Montreal - Maritime Province flying and also for Trans-Atlantic 
service, and it is the closest large field to Saint John, which because of topographical handicaps 
has no prospect of securing a big airport near the city limits. It is not at all impossible that, 
having served its purpose well in war-time, Pennfield will be largely salvaged and employed in 
the years of peace to follow as a convenient air connection for the whole of southern New 
Brunswick. 

No. 34 OTU POSTWAR
G. Christian Larsen • Pennfield Parish Military Historical Society 

With the end of the war, Pennfield Ridge became the operational location for RCAF's Heavy 
Transport, where it converted medium and heavy bombers for civil use. In late 1940s, Pennfield 
Ridge was turned over to the Department of Transport and a few years later, Trans-Canada 
Airlines would use the airport to service the city of Saint John as a stop in its Boston to Halifax 
route. When Saint John/Clover Valley airport was opened, Pennfield closed as a commercial 
airfield. The Department of Defence took back use of the airfield for a short time. Small private 
planes would use the airfield over the years. Even in 2007, several private airplanes utilized the 
runways at Pennfield. During various parts of the 1950's until the 1970s, one of the runways was 
used by the New Brunswick Drag Racing Association. Today, they are used by Acadia Seaplants 
Limited to dry out seaweed. The Seaweed, once dried, is used as fertilizer for plants. There is a 
fuel reserve tank at the field used by Irving Oil and Natural Resources Canada. But very little 
remains of the once active military airfield...the 3 runways and taxi-way, a firing bat, 4 munitions 
bunkers, some foundations and a few paved streets. 

 
Fred Bing, former 98 Squadron WAG, on the apron between hangars 2 & 3

at No. 34 OTU in 2011...the hangars long gone. Darrell Bing photo



Canadian Warplane Heritage Lancaster with temporary markings of ‘Ropey’ ©Doug Fisher

The Mynarski Memorial Lancaster, owned and operated by the Canadian Warplane Heritage 
Museum, recently changed her identification from that of 419 Squadron ‘VR-A’ to the markings 
of another aircraft of the same squadron, ‘VR-R’ known as Ropey. The change was for a specific 
airshow in Hamilton; she now is back to ‘VR-A’ or VeRA, as she is affectionately known to 
CWH staff and volunteers. 

VeRA will join the RAF’s BBMF Lancaster in joint appearances at twenty August & September 
airshows in the UK. One additional appearance for VeRA will be the Durham Tees Valley 
Airport, formerly RAF Middleton St. George, where her namesake was based during WWII. 

APPEARANCES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
Eastbourne International Air Show (4 dates) • Combined Ops Show, Headcorn (2 dates) • Flying 
Proms (Shuttleworth), Biggleswade • Sywell Great War Airshow • Flypast, RAF Marham • 
Clacton Air Show (2 dates) • Wings & Wheels, Dunsfold (2 dates) • Flypast Carfest South, 
Laverstoke Park Farm (2 dates) • Dawlish Airshow • Little Gransden Air & Car Show • Durham 
Tees Valley Airport, Darlington • Bournemouth Air Festival (2 dates) • Shoreham Airshow (2 
dates) • Flypast over ‘Just Jane’ taxi run, East Kirby • Scottish Airshow, Prestwick (2 dates) • Air 
Waves, Portrush, Northern Ireland (2 dates) • Guernsey Air Display • Jersey International Air 
Display • Goodwood Revival, Chichester (2 dates - to be confirmed) • Duxford Airshow (to be 
confirmed) • Southport Airshow, Merseyside. 

More details at http://www.warplane.com/lancaster-2014-uk-tour.aspx  


